The Autonomy Protect Solution Portfolio

A Single Governance Platform for eDiscovery, Compliance and Records, Content Management, Legal Information Management, Archiving, and Data Protection

The growth of information and advancements in technology continuously impact the way humans communicate, work, and collaborate. The rapid adoption of social media, internet marketing, blogs, video, and rich media has created a deluge of multichannel content in more formats than ever before. As legal and regulatory environments continue evolving, organizations of every type are considering new processes and technologies to ensure defensible compliance with laws and regulations. From end user-generated content to information produced by a diverse array of applications, cloud-based services, and traditional IT systems, information is the lifeblood of every enterprise.

In a highly competitive, regulated, and litigious business environment, the ability to have complete visibility and control over enterprise information is paramount. The volume and variety of business information and interactions requires secure access to content in all formats, automation of processes whenever possible, and the ability to comply and respond to a wide range of regulatory guidelines. To meet these demands, companies must implement solutions that can understand and establish meaning across all types and channels of information.

Autonomy’s Meaning Based Governance (MBG) solutions enable organizations to automate information governance and proactively mitigate risk to ensure legal preparedness and drive growth through enhanced productivity and collaboration. Autonomy MBG solutions automate the integration of processes, information, and people using a unified, secure, and scalable platform that understands the content and concepts in 100% of information independent of file type, repository, or language. Autonomy governs all human and extreme data from a single platform, tightly integrated with existing processes.

“Autonomy provides the industry’s only intelligent governance layer from which businesses can drive their compliance, eDiscovery, and records management initiatives directly from operational and archived data.”

Complete Spectrum of Solutions

Autonomy is the first and only vendor to offer a comprehensive information governance solution for eDiscovery, compliance, records management, content management, legal information management, archiving, and data protection—all on a single meaning-based platform. Powered by IDOL 10, Autonomy’s Intelligent Data Operating Layer, organizations can leverage Meaning Based Computing to index all data enterprise-wide and apply a contextual and conceptual framework to documents, email, social media content, images, videos, audio files, and numerous other content types.

Autonomy Information Governance solutions enable organizations to enforce policy-driven management of electronically stored information (ESI), including consolidated archiving, surveillance, supervision, records management and legal hold. Autonomy End-to-End eDiscovery solutions support legally defensible processes and capabilities, including ECA, legal hold, analytics, processing, review, and production.

Key Differentiators

- The choice of top law firms and corporations
- Single end-to-end platform
- High-performance and massive scalability
- Conceptual and contextual understanding of 100% of enterprise data
- Advanced analytics capabilities
- Process automation to reduce complexity
- Market leadership ratings by industry analysts
Flexible Deployment
Autonomy solutions are available in a range of flexible deployment options including on-premise, cloud-based, or hybrid deployments for unique business needs. Autonomy MBG solutions also support secure anywhere access from mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.

Supports All Phases of Electronic Discovery Reference Model
Autonomy is a key driver in the EDRM Project which developed and launched the XML standard to facilitate industry-wide transfer of ESI between applications. Autonomy is the first vendor in the market with the ability to fully support each phase of the EDRM.

Platform Solutions
- **IDOL 10** automatically processes and understands a combination of unstructured human information as well as structured, extreme data to enable organizations to identify and act on ideas and patterns in 100 percent of content in place and in real time.
- **Enterprise Search Appliance** is powered by IDOL 10 and provides visibility into the entire spectrum of enterprise data, from unstructured to structured data. The Appliance includes automatic categorization, tagging, linking, retrieval and profiling of all forms of data regardless of repository, enabling the delivery of large volumes of pertinent information to give organizations a powerful, flexible, and cost-effective solution for on-premise enterprise search.

eDiscovery Solutions
- **Autonomy Legal Hold** meets an obligation corporations have to hold information relevant to a case when they are sued or anticipate being sued. Autonomy’s Legal Hold product is modular, supporting Notification, Preservation, Collection, Data Mapping and Litigation Lifecycle Management.
- **Autonomy Investigator and Early Case Assessment (ECA)** enables corporations to provide a rapid first pass review of their entire corpus of data and formulate a litigation strategy using advanced visualization and analytics.
- **Autonomy eDiscovery**, powered by IDOL 10, enables organizations to understand, analyze, and review 100% of information...
to ensure the defensible management of inquiries and litigation. Through intelligent early case assessment, preservation, rapid investigation, and automated review, Autonomy eDiscovery delivers an innovative approach by enhancing productivity and reducing costs through configurable review workflows and dynamic Meaning Based Coding.

- **eDiscovery Appliance** is powered by IDOL 10 and provides end-to-end eDiscovery capabilities, including identification, preservation, collection, processing, analysis, review and production. The appliance also includes a dashboard that provides visibility into each phase of the Electronic Discovery Reference Model, and analysis of critical data points, including case status, cost, data volume, and litigation trends.

## Compliance and Records Management

- **Autonomy ControlPoint** is a centralized policy hub for enforcing compliance policies on distributed content, including content residing in ECM repositories such as SharePoint.
- **Autonomy Supervisor** is a fully automated, web-based approach to enterprise communication monitoring and supervision, enabling corporations to meet regulatory obligations.
- **Autonomy Interaction Control Element (ICE)** is a real-time, policy-based solution for information security and compliance, protecting sensitive information through data masking, muting, triggers, and alerts.
- **Autonomy Social Media Governance** monitors social media content enabling organizations to establish a comprehensive strategy governing social media interactions.
- **Autonomy Records Manager** ensures business information is effectively controlled through retention and disposition management policies for legal, government, and enterprise organizations. Autonomy Records Management solutions are available on-premise or in the cloud.
- **TRIM** is a scalable enterprise document and records management solution that simplifies the capture, lifecycle management, security, and access to information to enable organizations to provide authoritative records of business activities, while ensuring transparent, policy-based lifetime management of all information.
- **Autonomy Policy Authority (APA)** centralizes the management of compliance policy across all applications in the enterprise.
Content Management Solutions

- **Autonomy WorkSite** is a market leading document and email management solution designed to classify content at creation through intuitive transactional or departmental folder structures that provide automatic metadata inheritance.

- **Autonomy TeamSite** is a Web Content Management platform that provides the ability to create, deliver, optimize, analyze and archive persuasive web experiences under a single interface.

- **Autonomy Virage MediaBin** is a core repository that efficiently stores, categorizes, manages, retrieves and distributes digital assets and accelerates time-to-market for marketing campaigns.

- **Autonomy Document Generator** is a powerful extension to Microsoft Word that provides business users the tools they need to rapidly and easily produce and update high performance document templates in a familiar environment.

- **Autonomy Scrittura** brings full automation and lifecycle control through a single, specialized solution for all post-trade financial operations of all classes of commodity trades, ensuring seamless automated processing of critical processes.

Legal Information Management Solutions

- **iManage WorkSite** is a market-leading document and email management solution designed for the legal industry to classify content at creation using intuitive transactional matter or departmental folder structures that provide a global view of the transaction.

- **iManage Universal Search (IUS)** is a knowledge management solution designed to provide conceptual and expertise search capabilities as well as automatic creation and maintenance of knowledge taxonomies for both the enterprise and law firms.

- **Express Search Autonomy Express Search** is a secure, enterprise desktop search that combines desktop, WorkSite, and Universal Search in a simple, powerful interface with active search folders and explicit and implicit search functionality. Powered by Autonomy IDOL, Express Search forms a conceptual and contextual understanding of electronic data with unmatched accuracy across desktop and enterprise content.

- **iManage RecordsManager** provides a comprehensive solution for capturing, classifying, tracking, scheduling, and managing records, including physical and electronic files stored in WorkSite.

- **iManage Workflow Manager** is a full featured intelligent process automation engine with easy to use visual tools, rule-based routing, intelligent electronic forms, real-time business activity monitoring, secure connectivity, and rich capabilities for modeling business processes.

- **iManage ConflictsManager** is a next generation tool for vetting conflicts of interest that leverages Meaning Based Computing to dramatically improve and speed the critical process within a law firm.

Archiving and Data Protection

- **Autonomy Consolidated Archive (ACA)** provides a scalable, unified content archive that controls and manages electronically stored information and assists with litigation preparedness and response efficiency.

- **Archiving Appliance** is powered by IDOL 10 and automatically ingests, de-duplicates, indexes and extracts metadata from all data types, including audio, video, social media, email, web content and SharePoint files to provide organizations with powerful, flexible, and cost-effective on-premise archiving.

- **Autonomy Connected Backup** is the original, undisputed leading backup solution. More than three million users rely on Autonomy Connected Backup for fully automatic, secure, efficient, and reliable backup and recovery of mission-critical data, no matter where it resides.

- **Autonomy LiveVault** is a fully managed service in Autonomy’s private cloud that automates, streamlines, and reduces the complexity of server backup. Autonomy LiveVault removes the burden of managing the complex and error prone data protection process, allowing organizations to focus their budgets and resources on long-term strategic initiatives instead of costly, manual tasks.
**HP Data Protector** on-premise software provides a unique feature that enables organizations to centrally protect laptops and desktops and ensure that data is protected as soon as information is added, created or changed.

**HP Database Archive** software helps control the growth of mission-critical databases by automating the migration or retirement of data while preserving its business value and meeting the desired access requirements. Data can be relocated to a separate, online database for fast, transparent access, or to standards-based XML or CSV documents for long-term retention based on retention rules and policies that align with business needs.

The Choice of the World's Leading Organizations

Autonomy is the undisputed leader in eDiscovery, Compliance, Archiving, Content Management, Records Management, Legal Information Management, and Data Protection. With more than 25,000 customers, Autonomy provides the expertise and thought leadership to meet the needs of corporations, law firms, professional service firms and government agencies. Autonomy understands the needs of its customers, which include 86 of the Fortune 100, 10 of the top 10 financial institutions, major government agencies, and 77 of the Global 100 Law Firms. Autonomy constantly leads the market with advanced, innovative solutions to meet the needs of its customers.

**Autonomy Meaning Based Governance Solution Advantages**

**The Value of Meaning** – The acknowledged leader in the rapidly growing area of Meaning Based Computing (MBC), Autonomy enables organizations to understand all information and interactions, recognizing relationships that exist within them. MBC enables computers to process human friendly information, including audio, video, and social media files, as well as structured data in databases, on websites, and captured by devices. These capabilities allow computers to bring meaning to all data, regardless of format or location.

**A Unified, Seamless Platform** – All Autonomy best-of-breed Meaning Based Governance (MBG) solutions may be seamlessly linked to form a strong, unified chain that transparently connects processes, circumventing the problems common in complex traditional stovepipe approaches. Autonomy solutions may be deployed based on an organization’s specific internal, legal, and regulatory requirements for the greatest flexibility. A unified platform, with all information indexed by IDOL, allows analysis to be performed simultaneously across Autonomy archives and systems, bringing together compliance and litigation processes for greater consistency. A single platform automatically integrates processes, information, systems, and people to eliminate service gaps that require complicated hand-offs and added IT resources.

In corporate legal departments, Autonomy’s seamless platform leads to reduced costs and risk, and the development of stronger business relationships. Unified systems and process also improve collaboration between inside and outside counsel by providing a range of information governance, compliance, and eDiscovery capabilities. Now, law firms can link directly to a corporate client’s relevant enterprise information for a particular investigation, case, or on an on-going basis. Improved collaboration saves time and helps legal teams better meet the compressed timelines of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

**Unique Manage-In-Place Capabilities** – Autonomy’s single platform approach gives corporations, law firms, professional service organizations, and government agencies a unique ability to manage, preserve, secure, analyze, review, and govern information in place, where information is created and/or stored. Autonomy’s unmatched ability to understand the meaning of content in place and automate business processes facilitates the enforcement of governance policies and litigation holds, and allows users to perform clustering as well as concept and context analysis without moving or copying data. By reducing data touch points, enterprises can dramatically decrease manual processes, costs, risk, and infrastructure requirements without disrupting end users.

**Real-time Policy Management** – The vast amount of data and people interacting in today’s enterprise calls for an ironclad system that can drive real-time, automated policy management and business insight to ensure effective compliance with legal, regulatory, and corporate policies. Addressing this need, Autonomy’s sophisticated conceptual analytics capabilities automate processes in real time to enable compliance enforcement, legal hold, records and information classification, and meaning-based policy creation and execution. Differentiating Autonomy from other solutions, policy is applied based on what content truly represents—what it says—versus simply basing policy on
limited metadata. Proactively applying policy enterprisewide prevents malicious misconduct and accidental deletion, while continuously
monitoring employee activities to automatically ensure adherence with policies and rules across all content, interactions, and systems under
supervision.

**Cloud Computing** – More companies are opting for Autonomy cloud-based solutions to meet their most stringent privacy and security
requirements for archiving, records management, compliance, eDiscovery, email, and document management. Autonomy enables
organizations to implement a comprehensive information governance strategy directly from the cloud at a level unmatched by any vendor.
Autonomy delivers the expertise, technology, and flexibility that a customer would expect from the owner of world’s largest private cloud. The
Autonomy cloud has over 31 petabytes of data under management, and is hosted in the world’s most state-of-the-art, high security data
centers. The data and eDiscovery processing centers are Safe Harbor-certified, span the globe, and are audited to SAS 70 (Statement of
Accounting Standard number 70).

**Key Regulatory Legislation**

Driving the need for strong information governance is the reality that company executives can, and have, been held personally and legally
responsible for information mismanagement. These pressures point to the need for comprehensive eDiscovery and information governance
programs that are legally defensible and do not rely on manual processes or outdated search techniques that could potentially exclude relevant
information.

A few examples of regulatory legislation driving the need for proactive information governance include:

- **Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Effective July 21, 2010**
- **FINRA Regulatory Notice on Social Media Website, Dated January, 2010**
- **UK Bribery Act, Effective July 1, 2011**
- **Financial Services Authority (FSA) COBS 11.8, Effective March 6, 2009**
- **Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, Effective 2009**
- **Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), Amended 2008**
- **Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP), Amended December, 2006**
- **UK Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) Part 31, Amended by Practice Direction, October, 2005**

**Autonomy Controls over 31 Petabytes of the World’s Most Sensitive Data**

The most highly regulated organizations in the world trust Autonomy to securely archive and govern sensitive information and apply the
correct risk management, security, and compliance policies to electronically stored information. All 10 of the top 10 global banks and 19 of
the Financial Times’ top 25 financial institutions rely on Autonomy’s Meaning Based Governance platform, which includes automated policy
management, compliant archiving, messaging channel supervision, and retention management solutions. Autonomy’s unique technology
represents a major step forward in reducing risks inherent in information by applying policies based on an understanding of the actual
contents of an email, social media interaction, document or phone recording instead of relying solely on its metadata. Following is a sampling
of customer advantages and capabilities delivered by Autonomy:

- **International Investment Bank** – Migrate legacy archives, transferring over 4.5 TBs a day to the hosted Autonomy Consolidated
  Archive environment to facilitate compliant archiving, policy-based retention and supervision, and integrated Early Case Assessment for
  investigations in the US and Europe to improve overall accessibility, search performance, and ROI

- **Major Financial Services Firm** – Ingest over five million electronic information assets a day to provide compliant archiving with direct
  user access to archived messages, automated classification, records retention, and policy-based supervision
• **Leading Asian Investment Bank** – Deliver policy-based investigation and surveillance of electronic information from Asian and Middle East operations

• **Large Bank Holding Company** – Facilitate compliant archiving for nearly 500 TB of disparate electronic information from the US, Europe, and Asia via policy-based retention and supervision, audit services, investigation, and eDiscovery

**Autonomy Processes the Biggest Cases**

Lawyers and legal teams are gaining control and achieving successful outcomes in a fully defensible manner by leveraging Autonomy’s deep expertise and advanced methods and technology on the most complex cases. Autonomy technology has been leveraged in the largest, most complex, and high profile cases in history, including:

• **The Largest Litigation of the Century** – With more electronically stored information and more lawyers than any preceding case in the history of the judicial system

• **Enron Banking Joint Defense Group** – Consisted of over 145 million pages of email and documents, with over 1,100 attorneys on the review team

• **Consumer Credit Joint Defense Group** – Included 12 law firms and 9 clients, reviewing 185+ million pages of produced documents

• **Fuel Additive Joint Defense Group** – Contained more than 100 GBs of native file data reviewed by 21 outside counsel representing 17 clients

• **Intellectual Property Dispute Multi-Party Litigation** – With over 2 million pages of produced documents and 50+ hours of recorded voicemail

• **Consumer Products Price Fixing Multi-Party Plaintiff Litigation** – Over 2 terabytes of data is expected in this case with representation by 2 primary outside counsel firms and 28 secondary outside counsel firms

Lawyers in charge of the largest cases turn to Autonomy for an FRCP-compliant solution that provides highly efficient, first-pass capabilities and the highest ranked review and production capabilities on a single, unified platform. Organizations can save as much as 60 percent over traditional eDiscovery costs using Autonomy’s end-to-end eDiscovery solutions.

**Thought Leadership in Information Governance**

Autonomy’s leadership position in information governance is based on over a decade of experience in leveraging the most advanced technologies available. Autonomy continues to rapidly develop innovative solutions because of its unique and trusted position with demanding clients, industry thought leadership, and commitment in 2010 to invest over $150 million in research and development.

As a clearly established leader in information governance, Autonomy works with the most challenging and rigorous public and private sector organizations, consistently ranks as a leader in information governance by industry analysts, and is the most trusted solution by the world’s largest companies. Viewed as a trusted advisor on information compliance issues, many analysts respect Autonomy’s viewpoint on markets and trends from an academic standpoint—and not just as a technology vendor. Autonomy participates in the following industry bodies to gain industry perspective while educating the market on its Meaning Based Governance solutions:
About Autonomy

Autonomy Corporation, an HP Company, is a global leader in software that processes human information, or unstructured data, including social media, email, video, audio, text and web pages, etc. Autonomy’s technology manages and extracts meaning in real time from all forms of information, both unstructured and structured, enabling companies to leverage their data assets. Autonomy’s product portfolio helps power companies through enterprise search analytics, business process management and OEM operations. Autonomy also offers information governance solutions in areas such as eDiscovery, content management and compliance, as well as marketing solutions that help companies grow revenue, such as web content management, online marketing optimization and rich media management.

Autonomy’s solutions are used by more than 25,000 customers including 87 of the Fortune 100, 10 of the top 10 financial services firms, 75% of the global 100 law firms, 9 of the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and many government agencies. Over 400 of the world’s leading technology companies embed Autonomy’s technology in their products. Autonomy also owns the largest private cloud of diverse data, with 31 Petabytes of information.

Please visit [www.autonomy.com](http://www.autonomy.com) to find out more.